Renaissance Program and Positive Behavior Interventions and Support
What is Renaissance, you may ask?
The Jostens Renaissance Program is a reward program for students who work to challenge
themselves academically while also demonstrating respectful behavior.
Requirements
If you have earned a 3.5 grade point average (GPA) or higher on your most recent report card,
you are eligible for Renaissance Rewards. In addition, if a student has shown a significant
improvement from one marking period to the next, resulting in a raise of their GPA by 0.5 or
higher (GPA above a 2.0) that student will also be included in Renaissance Rewards.
Renaissance cards are awarded to students approximately two weeks after report cards are
issued.
Rewards
With your Renaissance card, you are entitled to the following rewards:
•
•
•
•

Attend quarterly reward activities and other special Renaissance privileges as they are
planned*
Be called to eat first daily.
Choice of seating in café based on Renaissance level and days of the week. (through
tickets at the school store).
Many other rewards.

When you get your card, be sure to protect it! You will need to show it to staff members in
order to receive these benefits.
What is PBIS?
DMJ has a Positive Behavior Intervention and Support system which recognizes students with
‘Bull Bucks’ as student exhibit positive behaviors. This token system is tied to their ID and
students can use these monies to purchase items from the schools store such as ‘sit where you
want” tickets, “Eat First In Line Tickets” or to attend Quarterly Reward Events such as field
day*.
*Students who receive 1 day OSS or 3 days ISS for the previous quarter up to the day of the
quarterly event will NOT be allowed to attend. Administration reserves the right to deny
these rewards based on student behavior.

